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Abstruct- A free-space optical interconnection module for
the sliding Banyan (SB) multistage interconnection network is
experimentally evaluated. This three-dimensional (3-D) optical
shuffle topology employs a mucro-lens array in a reflective architecture. Interconnections for multiple stages are interleaved
across a single two-dimensional (2-D) multichip array of “smart
pixels.” The experimental module implements five interleaved
stages of shuffle interconnections with approximately 10 pm resolution and 10 pm registration accuracy across a 10 x 10 cm, 256
node, simulated optoelectronic (OE) backplane. The experiments
demonstrate the use of conventional refractive optical elements
to implement the required shuffle interconnection pattern in a
SB network. The results suggest that this reflective 3-D shuffle
interconnected SB approach may lead to ATM switching fabrics
with aggregate throughputs scaleable to >1 Tb/s. Such a system
could be implemented with vertical cavity surface emitting laser
(VCSEL) based smart pixel OE technology.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation

F

REE space optical interconnects (FSOI) offer the potential

to overcome the performance limitations of conventional
interconnection technologies in many parallel computing and
network switching applications. The advantages of FSOI stem
from combining the inherent plane-to-plane mapping ability
of optical systems, where the interconnection medium is free
space, with the emerging optoelectronic (OE) smart pixel technology, where the input and output (I/O) and computing functions are performed by integrated arrays of emitters, detectors,
and logic. Interconnection systems that use the basic imaging
property of lenses have a fundamental ability to pointwise
interconnect many thousands of channels with no interchannel
coupling (crosstalk) within the interconnection medium. As
an added benefit, free-space optical systems perform planeto-plane interconnections without physical connectors or wire
pads, creating a natural I/O density improvement over onedimensional (1-D) chip edge connected metallic technologies
or even two-dimensional (2-D) array technology. The advantages of three-dimensional (3-D) FSOI architectures will be
fully exploited only as smart pixel technology pushes toward
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reliable integration of arrays of surface normal emitters and
detectors with VLSI densities of electronic logic. Fortunately,
monolithic and hybrid smart pixel technologies are making
rapid strides.
A benefit of using 3-D FSOI is the higher aggregate
bandwidth provided by the high spatial parallelism of optics. This can be exploited by simply imaging an array of
emitters directly onto an array of detectors in a straight passthrough interconnect. While this interconnection relies on the
spatial distribution of high bandwidth transmitters for a large
aggregate bandwidth, it does not take advantage of the optical
elements to interchange the positions of data in the array.
A measure of the amount of interchange in data needed for
an interconnect is its minimum bisection bandwidth (BSBW).
Bisection bandwidth is defined as the product of the bandwidth
of a single link B and the number of links which would
have to be removed to divide a network into two equal
parts. For networks with N nodes, the BSBW can range
from 0 for a straight pass-through interconnection (no data
interchange) to B N 2 / 2 for a fully connected crossbar switch.
In simplest terms, the BSBW is a direct measure of the parallel
interconnection difficulty because it quantifies the number of
“wire-crossings” necessary to achieve the desired link pattern.
The effects of time skew are implicit in the definition of BSBW
since high BSBW networks have links between nodes very
close together and other links to nodes on the opposite sides
of the array. The use of imaging optics, which tend to make
all path lengths roughly equal, leads to an improvement in the
skew of the system.
Architectures for switching, sorting, and distributed computing often use multistage interconnection networks (MIN’s)
which require data from different, widely separated nodes as
input for local computation. The perfect shuffle (PS) [l] and
related link patterns commonly used in MIN’s have a BSBW
of B N / 2 Since the number of links connecting nodes in PSbased systems with large distances across the array grows
linearly with N , the link length will eventually limit the bandwidth of the electronic signal. Electronically interconnected
MIN’s are faced with the conflicting requirements of high
BSBW and large physical size (required by the large number
of nodes). This limits the scalability of all-electronic switching
approaches. No such intrinsic limit exists for an architecture
utilizing optical interconnections, since the link bandwidth
is independent of link length and link crossings for optical
channels.
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B. Optical Sliding Banyan Architecture
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Optical versions of the PS were proposed [2], 131 and
A: 101
B: 111
several implementations of the optical PS and higher order
shuffles have been demonstrated [4]-[ 101. These approaches
c: 100
implement MIN’s by shuffle interconnecting sequential planes
of smart pixels. An interleaved clustering approach was sugA:
B:
B restart: 1
gested [ll] to take advantage of the very high intrinsic
C:
1
a. reetart: 1
0
0 EXIT a t 100
BSBW of the optical PS, the projected density of logic and
optical VO, and the identical interconnection patterns for every Fig. 1. SB network depicting the shuffle MIN topology and the destination
tag self-routing scheme. The routing of 3 packets (A, B, and C), with different
stage in a shuffle interconnected MIN. This concept uses a destinations, is shown. A is routed directly to its output location 101, where
single OE backplane and a retro-reflective FSOI architecture it is removed from the network (a 1 means exit at the lower port of the 2 x 2
switch and a 0 means exit at the lower port). A and B conflict at the first 2 X 2
to interconnect all stages of the MIN. With this approach, switch
and B is misrouted once and begins rerouting at the next stage, i.e., B’s
resources are distributed laterally across a single multichip banyan is slid as shown (switch routing priority is determined by a priority
backplane, rather than longitudinally across many smaller tag). A and C collide at the second switch where C is misrouted and begins
single chip planes. This single plane partitioning is more rerouting at the next stage. B and C exit at their destinations 111 and 100.
amenable to the use of conventional electronic packaging,
such as multichip modules (MCM’s). The single backplane,
interconnected with an interleaved shuffle FSOI system is a system that employs a single OE backplane (10 x 10 cm) that
central feature of the Sliding Banyan (SB) architecture [12], is interconnected with a macro-optical refractive lens array
u31.
in a reflective architecture. The key elements and relevant
The SB concept is shown in Fig. 1. In practice, the SB system design issues are presented in the following sections.
will employ a single OE backplane on which all stages of the Section I1 describes the requirements for the lens array and
MIN are co-located and interleaved to implement an efficient the individual lenses that comprise the array. The layout of
deflection routing scheme [ 131, [14]. For illustrative purposes, the simulated optical VO on the OE backplane is also detailed
Fig. 1 displays the SB in an unfolded and noninterleaved in this section. Section TI1 describes the experimental optical
manner. Data packets are destination-tag routed, i.e., switched interconnection system and results. Section IV discusses‘ the
at each stage on one bit of the destination address (1 switches alignment procedures necessary to make the SB interconnecthe packet to the lower port, 0 switches the packet to the tion system practical. This approach reduces the degrees of
upper port). If a potential conflict occurs, the “losing” packet freedom in the alignment problem, enabling the procedure to
is switched incorrectly (dashed lines), and begins its routing be easily automated. Section V highlights key issues related
anew at the next stage. Hence, a new “virtual” banyan has to the implementation of the optical SB architecture.
effectively “slid” to accommodate that packet’s routing needs.
In the actual SB architecture, all the switching planes are
11. OPTICALINTERCONNECTION
interleaved in the same physical plane-the OE backplane.
REQUIREMENTS
OF THE SB ARCHITECTURE
This groups all stages for each node into a cluster (e.g., for
1024 node 50 stage SB, there would be 1024 clusters, each
All of the interstage interconnection patterns for the SB
with 50 emitters and 50 detectors) allowing them to share a architecture are identical, making it possible to interleave the
common exit point from the network. This greatly reduces the interstage optical U 0 on a single OE backplane and implement
switching and output resources of the SB architecture, even for the interstage FSOI with a single macro-optical refractive lens
nonuniform traffic [ 141, and enhances the scalability of the SB array. A schematic diagram of this SB interconnection scheme
for large networks. This results from the SB’s novel resource is shown in Fig. 2. The OE U 0 is laid out so that each
partitioning scheme and efficient routing algorithm.
node in the backplane is a cluster of emitters and detectors
The SB requires a single optical module to implement many as shown. Within each cluster, the layout for the emitters is
stages of parallel optical shuffle interconnection. To achieve identical to that for the detectors. The emitters and detector
this the I/O for the parallel links are grouped into clusters. clusters may be physically separated or interleaved, depending
The electronic logic for switching and removing packets from on the smart pixel circuit requirements. The clusters of OE VO
the network is located at each cluster, thereby providing are distributed across several optoelectronic integrated circuits
distributed control of the switching network. This clustered 3- (OEIC’s) which comprise the OE backplane. For example,
D topology has been shown to provide significant advantages Fig. 2 shows 16 clusters per OEIC. The number of OEIC’s
in switching, control, and interconnect resources [14]. The in a given SB switch will be determined by the amount of
SB optical interconnection module must therefore pointwise real-estate available in a chip and the maximum allowable heat
interconnect the clusters of optical U 0 across the entire OE dissipation within a chip. Optical U 0 densities of 100s per cm2
appear to be within the reach of VCSEL based smart pixel
backplane in the requisite shuffle link pattern.
In this paper, the development and experimental evaluation developers [15]. Therefore, a 256 node, 25 stage SB would
of the SB’s FSOI module are discussed. Its ability to achieve require 16, approximately 2 x 2 cm OEIC’s. The layout of the
the requisite critical resolution and registration is evaluated. OE backplane, i.e., the chip placement and the U 0 locations,
This work is the first experimental demonstration of a FSOI would be determined by smart pixel circuitry requirements and
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the SB optical interconnection system showing
the layout of the U 0 on the backplane, the shuffle refractive lens array, and a
planar mirror. The reflective architecture allows the optical U 0 for all stages
of the SB to be colocated on a single OE backplane.

optical and electronic packaging constraints. Optically efficient
and MCM compatible grid patterns for placement of U 0 on a
given OEIC and the placement of the OEIC’s in the backplane
have been developed based on the self-similarity properties
of fractal grids [16]. Such a chip and VO cluster pattern is
depicted in Fig. 2.
The identical shuffle interconnection pattern between each
stage in the SB is implemented with a single 2-D array
of lenses and a planar mirror that folds the optical signals
back onto the backplane. In this architecture, the OE U 0 is
partitioned so there is one lens for each OEIC in the OE
backplane. Each lens in the array acts as both a transmitting
element and a receiving element. The overall effect of the
lens system is to reproduce a unity magnification image of
the input emitter cluster at its destination detector cluster on
the backplane. The basic shuffle system is shown unfolded
in Fig. 3(a). Light from each emitter of each cluster (emitter
clusters are shown as squares) is collimated and directed by the
transmitting lens to a receiving lens that focuses the light onto
the associated detector in the detector cluster (detector clusters
are shown as triangles). Fig. 3(b) shows how, in a reflective
system, light from two emitters in a cluster is reflected
by a planar mirror and is refocused by the corresponding
receiving lens onto the appropriate detectors within a detector
cluster. Note that the emitter and detector clusters (shown as
squares and triangles, respectively) are depicted side-by-side
in Fig. 3(b). In practice it may better to interleave the two
clusters. The solid lines in Fig. 3 indicate the mapping of
emitter clusters to the corresponding detector clusters.
The critical implementation issues for the SB FSOI module
are resolution (i.e., blurring of imaged emitters) registration
(i.e., errors in mapping emitters onto detectors) and the optomechanical alignment needed in the interconnection module.
Typical element sizes for the individual emitters (VCSEL’s)

(b)

Fig 3 (a) A schematic diagram (side view) of the unfolded SB shuffle
optics The squares represent enxtter clusters and the triangles represent
detector clusters. The “beams” show the mapping of two individual enxtters
within the cluster onto corresponding detectors (b) A schematic of the folded
optics All of the optical U 0 is interleaved on a single backplane.

-

and detectors within the clusters are envisioned to be 10 pm
and -30 pm, respectively. Since the folded and interleaved
SB optical system images each emitter onto a corresponding detector in a one-to-one shuffle mapping operation, the
registration accuracy must be on the order of 10s of pm
across the entire multichip array. Furthermore, the individual
emitter blur spot size due to diffraction and aberrations in
the lens array must also be -10s of km so that a significant
fraction on the emitter’s energy is captured by the associated
detector and crosstalk is minimized. Current photolithographic
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techniques will provide sub-micron placement accuracy of
the OE U 0 within the individual smart pixel chips and
chip “pick-and-place’’ equipment can achieve on substrate
accuracy of ~ l O p macross an MCM. These are well within
the accuracy required for the OE backplane. Therefore, the
main implementation issues in the SB stem from the imaging
capabilities of the FSOI module.

I

A. Lenses and the 2 - 0 Macro Lens Array

Several key requirements of the lenses and the lens array
are highlighted in Fig. 3. First, the lenses must have a wide
field of view (FOV) and a low f-number in order to yield a
compact optical system. Second, the image produced by the
transmitter/receiver pair must be nearly free from aberrations
in order for each emitter in a cluster to register properly on
the corresponding detector. Aberrations will lead to blurring
of the individual emitter images and improper registration
of the emitters clusters on the detector clusters. Third, the
lenses in the array should have a large aperture to mounting
barrel diameter ratio (ideally one) so that the lens elements
themselves are in close proximity to one another. This will
allow for optimal placement of the OE U0 and will yield
the smallest dimensions for the OE backplane as shown in
Section 11-B. Finally, each lens in the array should be nearly
identical in focal length and optomechanical packaging to
assure accurate mapping of the emitters onto the corresponding
detectors on the OE backplane.
Eventually the SB FSOI module will employ custom optical
elements. However, the initial experimental module described
in this paper uses off-the-shelf lenses. Applications such
as high performance cameras, laser scanning systems, and
projection systems require lenses with performance characteristics similar to those of the lenses in the SB FSOI module.
Experimental evaluation of several candidate lenses, using a
linear I-D and 2-D arrays of VCSEL’s, has been conducted
[13]. Of all the lenses tested, the best candidate for the SB
interconnection module is a projection lens with an f-number
of 1.12, an effective focal length of 13 mm and a relatively
large aperture to mounting barrel diameter ratio of 0.72.
The lens array in the SB FSOI module required 16 nearly
identical projection lenses. Therefore, a large number of these
lenses were purchased and experimentally evaluated. The
initial set of lenses were all well matched optically (i.e.,
effective focal lengths all matched to *OS%). However,
experiments indicated that the working focal lengths, the
distance from the lens mounting barrel to the lens focal plane
varied by more than a few percent. Since the individual lenses
in the lens array were not individually focused, the working
focal lengths of the lenses had to be experimentally evaluated
and carefully matched. These evaluations yielded a set of
nearly identical projection lenses, both in terms of effective
focal lengths and working focal lengths, that were incorporated
into the SB interconnection module.

B. Optical U0 Layoul
The parameters of the selected lenses for the macro-lens
array constrain the placement of the optical I/O in the simu-

(c)

Fig. 4. (a) A top view of the lens and I/O geometry used in deriving the
upper bound on the cluster spacing as a function of emitter spacing. (b) and
(c) depict the geometry used to derive the lower bound on cluster spacing as
a function of emitter spacing. (b) The light emitted by the individual clusters
must be captured by their respective receiving lenses, which cannot overlap.
(c) The transmitted cluster must fall within the active aperture of its receiving
lens.

lated OE backplane of the SB FSOI module. In the OE VO
design process there are three key constraints that must be
considered. They stem from simple geometrical arguments and
the physical limit on heat dissipation within an OEIC. The
design constraints relate key lens parameters to possible OE
U 0 spacing and cluster spacing in the SB FSOI module.
The first constraint on the placement of optical 1/0 in
the backplane stems from the active lens aperture of the
transmitting lens. The OEIC’s in the corner of the chip array
will have OE U 0 sites farthest off-axis of their transmitting
lens. The VO site farthest from this lens’s center must be within
the active lens aperture. In fact, the assumed square array of
I/O must be completely circumscribed by the circular lens
aperture as shown in Fig. 4(a).
The second constraint insures that all emitters in a single
cluster are captured by the receiving lens and that the receiving
lens array spacing does not require the physical overlapping
of lenses. The third constraint is specified as the minimum
spacing between U 0 sites. This would come directly from
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the physical limitations, e.g., power density limitations on the
emitter spacing. For the prototype design a typical minimum
spacing of 100 pm is used.
Fig. 4(a) depicts the first geometrical constraint. The farthest
off-axis emitter of the transmitting lens must fall within the
active aperture of this lens. Therefore, distance to the edge
of the active lens aperture, ( f / 2 f # ) must be greater than the
position of the farthest emitter from the lens axis

where f is the focal length of the lens, D , is the distance
between 'luster centers, Nc is the number Of 'lusters behind
one lens (i.e., on one chip) along one dimension, De is the
distance between emitters (I/osites), and Ne is the number of
emitters in one dimension of a cluster. This leads to an upper
bound on the cluster spacing as a function of emitter spacing
__
f _-

.-.
0"

De ( ~ m )
Fig. 5 Example of the optical YO layout design constraints for the SB
interconnection module. The area inside the bangle represents all possible
combmations of emitter spacing and cluster spacing for the experimental SB
interconnection module. The dot shows the ermtter spacing and cluster spacing
the experiments,
used

where p is the ratio of the lens barrel diameter to active lens
aperture. This is a line with slope proportional to U p . Points
D, 5
(2) above and to the left satisfy this constraint, while smaller
cluster spacing and larger emitter spacing do not. Values of p
A lower bound on the cluster spacing as a function of emitter approaching 1 are advantageous as they allow more freedom
spacing is found by considering the cluster spacing required within the design constraints. This is intuitively correct, as a
to insure that the receiving lens array has no physical overlap lens with its active aperture equal to its physical dimensions
of lenses. This places a physical lower bound on the cluster (p = 1) would be ideal. Equation ( 5 ) explicitly demonstrates
spacing as a function of the distance to the mirror, D , or the self similar grid requirements [16] of the optical I/Q
equivalently the distance to the receiving array in an unfolded arrangement and the lens array placement. The limit on the
architecture. This relation depicted in Fig. 4(b) is
portion of the OE backplane used for optical I/O is a scaled
version of the useable portion of the lens array.
f LD
D, 2 (3)
A final constraint is the physical limit on how small the
20
emitter spacing can be. Fig. 5 shows an example of all the
where L D is the diameter of the lens barrel and D is the design constraints for the experimental SB optical intercondistance from the lens plane to the mirror in the retro-reflective nection module. The vertical line at 100 p,m is a lower limit on
architecture. This is a lower bound since the cluster spacing emitter spacing, the nearly horizontal upper line (2) is an upper
D, can always be increased from this point. This simply bound, and the sloped line (5) represents a lower bound. The
separates the lenses, allowing some space between them. This area inside the triangular region formed by the three constraints
equation relates the cluster spacing to the minimum system contains all possible combinations of emitter spacing and
length. As the cluster spacing increases the minimum system cluster spacing for the specified lens parameters. The length
length decreases. This is intuitively correct, as the increased of the optical interconnection module monotonically decreases
cluster spacing creates larger angles in the system, thereby with an increase in cluster spacing. So the minimum volume
shortening it. This can only be exploited until the upper bound system would be designed to a point in the upper left corner
is reached. At this point the numerical aperture of the lenses of the design triangle in Fig. 5. The design should be near
is fully utilized.
this corner while avoiding both bounds, as the upper bound
To relate (3) to emitter spacing requires a calculation of the vignettes about half of the light of the outermost emitter at
maximum emitter spacing as a function of the distance to the the transmitting lens and the lower bound vignettes at the
mirror, D. This relation is depicted in Fig. 4(c). The cluster receiving lens.
size D e ( N e- 1) must be small enough to be captured by the
In the simulated OE backplane used in the experimental
active aperture of the receiving lens, f / f # . Equation (4) is the SB interconnection module, a 100 pm minimum spacing
relation of distance to the mirror, D , to the cluster spacing, De. between emitters was specified. The point at 140 pm emitter
spacing and 800 p m cluster spacing represents the prototype
De(Ne - 1)
f
(4) developed. This design point, shown in Fig. 5, was chosen
f
2D&f#'
as it was near this upper left hand comer of the design
Equations (3) and (4) combine to form a lower bound on triangle. This point provided a good design buffer from both
the cluster spacing as a function of emitter spacing
vignetting constraints under the assumption of fairly small
(<lo" is typical of VCSEL elements characterized for this
&(Ne - 1)De
setup
in our laboratory) emitter beam divergence. The physical
0, 2
(5)
B
.
minimum bound on emitter spacing used in the prototype is

Zfif#

De(Ne-1)
2
N, - 1

'
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Mirror

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the experimental set up used to evaluate the
SB 3-D FSOI module.

representative of VCSEL based smart pixel technology. In a
final system this limit would be approached as it is constrained
by the smart pixel fabrication process and does not affect the
alignment and optical efficiency (i.e., vignetting) of the FSOI
module.
111. INTERCONNECTION
EVALUATION:
EXPERIMENT
AND RESULTS

A. Test Module
Using the lenses and the OE I/O layout described above,
an experimental optical module for the SB architecture was
constructed in the laboratory. The system was comprised of
256 clusters (nodes) each with 5 I/O sites. This led to a module
with 1280 shuffle interconnected links. The overall dimensions
of the system is approximately 10 x 10 x 20 cm.
A schematic diagram of the experimental set up used
to evaluate the SB FSOI module is shown in Fig. 6. The
experimental system is comprised of three planes as illustrated.
The bottom plane holds the simulated OE backplane, the
middle plane is used to mount the lenses that make up the
lens array and the top plane is used to hold the planar
front surface reflecting mirror. These planes are supported
so that the interplane distance and parallelism may be adjusted. In the experiments, the backplane was used as the
reference plane to which all other elements in the system were
aligned.
The layout of the simulated OE backplane is depicted in
Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows the layout of the I/O sites on the entire
backplane. The sites are arranged in 16 groups which contain
16 clusters of 5 U 0 sites. Each one of the groups represents
a single OEIC. Fig. 7(b) shows an expanded view of a single
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group (i.e., for a single OEIC), and Fig. 7(c) depicts the pattern
for a single cluster. This backplane VO pattern was fabricated
on a chrome-on-glass plate using a photolithographic process
and etching process similar to that used in semiconductor
device manufacturing. The chrome background on the plate is
10% transmissive and the etched circles representing the emitter and detector sites are transparent. This partially transparent
design enabled the interconnect resolution and registration
accuracy to be evaluated as discussed in detail in Section IIIC. The diameter of the holes simulating emitters and detectors
is 25 pm. The square clusters measure 140 pm on a side and
the spacing between clusters is 800 pm.
The lens array plane is comprised of a flat aluminum plate
with 16 apertures, one for each lens in the lens array. A
photograph of the top view (mirror removed) of the lens array
and fixture is shown in Fig. 8. Three lenses have been removed
to show the chrome-on-glass mask containing the OE U 0
sites in the simulated backplane. A lens was precisely aligned
above each group of I/O sites (OEIC) using the self-alignment
procedure discussed in the next section.
B. Alignment of FSOI Module

A simplified alignment procedure was developed for the
experimental FSOI module. The OE backplane was used as
the reference to which all other elements were aligned. The
distance and interplane parallelism between the lens array
fixture and the backplane were iteratively adjusted until the
backplane was located in the focal plane of each lens in
the lens array. This was accomplished by moving a lens
to different positions in the array plane and verifying that
the incident beam was focused on the backplane. Next, the
approximate height of the mirror was set so that the diagonal
comer to comer interconnection was possible, i.e., all emitters
in one corner cluster in the OE backplane could be captured
by the corresponding receiving lens and imaged onto the
corresponding detector cluster. Then the mirror plane was
adjusted until it was parallel to the OE backplane. The exact
mirror height and parallelism are not critical since none of the
lenses in the lens array are fixed at this point. Any error in
mirror height and mirror tilt will be compensated for during
the positioning of the lenses. At this point in the alignment
procedure, the three planes, OE backplane, lens plane, and
mirror plane, were set parallel to one another with the proper
interplane distances.
Next, the lenses in the lens array were individually placed
and aligned on the lens fixture. The alignment of the lenses
was accomplished using a self-alignment technique. Each lens
was positioned in z and y (on the lens fixture plane) so that its
on-axis focal point registered with the central VO site of the
corresponding cluster in the simulated OEIC under the lens.
This enabled the lenses to be positioned to within a few pm
of their prescribed location in the lens array. The interlens
alignment relied upon the self-alignment of all of the lenses
in the array. In other words, once all the individual lenses
were self-aligned, the entire optical interconnection system
was aligned. The simplicity of this approach makes it amenable
to automation.
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Fig. 7. The layout of the simulated OE backplane. (a) The layout of the I/O sites on the entire OE backplane. The sites are arranged in 16 groups which contain
16 clusters of 5 VO sites. Each one of the groups represents a single OEIC. (b) An expanded view of a single group (OEIC). (c) The pattern for a single cluster.

Fig. 8. A photograph of the top view (mirror removed) of the lens array and
fixture. Three lenses have been removed to show the mask containing the OE
U 0 sites in the simulated backplane below the lens plane.

C. Evaluation

The SB FSOI module was evaluated by illuminating a
cluster from underneath the simulated OE backplane with
light from a HeNe laser (A = 632.8 nm) that was guided
into the module with a 1 mm plastic optical fiber and was
nearly collimated with a miniature projection lens as shown
in Fig. 6. The light that passes through the simulated emitter
cluster (holes in the chrome mask) is collimated and directed
by the transmitting lens, is reflected by the planar mirror, and
is imaged onto the corresponding simulated detector clusters
(holes in the chrome mask) by the corresponding receiving

lens in the lens array. The chrome background in the mask was
10% transmissive so the exact location of the focused spots
at that “targeted” detector cluster could be observed through
the mask. This made it possible to compare the location of
the detector sites to the location of the corresponding imaged
emitter sites that are transmitted through the interconnection
module.
The location of the detector sites and the relative position
and size of the transmitted images of the emitter sites were
evaluated using an imaging system comprised of a CCD
camera, an image relay lens, and video lens that is placed
under a receiving lens as shown in Fig. 6. A representative
image obtained using this system is shown in Fig. 9. The
clusters in this image represents interconnects that were made
when light was transmitted from six other emitter clusters at
different OEIC locations on the OE backplane. To measure the
misalignment between the detector sites and imaged emitter
sites (i.e., the registration error) or blurring of the imaged
emitters (i.e., resolution) each detector cluster was enlarged
(as shown in the insert in Fig. 9) and carefully analyzed.
Due to the magnification in the image relay optics each
pixel in the insert in Fig. 9 represents approximately a 6.5
bm square in the OE backplane, so for the interconnection
in the enlargement (which shows the worst case registration
error) the registration accuracy is -20 ,um and the resolution
is -10pm. By moving the HeNe illumination system and
CCD imaging system to various locations in the simulated
OE backplane all possible interconnections can be evaluated.
Carrying out this process shows that the worst case registration
accuracy of this system is -20pm. However, when the
four most closely matched lenses are used to test various
interconnections this registration accuracy is improved to
-10 ,urn (<1.5 pixels) for all possible interconnects. The spot
sizes were nearly diffraction limited images of the object
emitters, given the narrow beam divergence of the sources.
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Fig. 9. Image showing the simulated emitter clusters that have been transmitted from 6 other OEIC sites on the backplane. The magnified image shows
the worst case registration error. The bright spots result when the transmitted emitter beams hit the prescribed detectors sites. The faint double image
results when the emitter misses the detector site. In this case the background light transmitted through the detector site and the imaged emitter site that
shows through the 10% transmissive background appear to have the same intensity.

The beam diameter at the lens surface was approximately
1 mm, leading to a diffraction blur size of -8pm. This
corresponds well with the measured -35 pm image spot sizes
(which is roughly the convolution of the 4 p m blur with
the -25pm hole size in the mask, thus the optical system
is nearly diffraction limited. This resolution and registration
accuracy was verified for all possible interconnections in this
simulated OE backplane.
IV. DISCUSSION
A systematic alignment procedure for an optical interconnection module relies on controlling and decreasing the
degrees of freedom (DF) present in the system. The alignment procedure developed for the SB FSOI module has been
developed so that at most two DF’s need to be addressed
simultaneously. A logical choice for an alignment reference in
the SB FSOI module is the OE backplane. Once the backplane
is fixed, there are eight reduced DF that need to be addressed
in this alignment procedure: three each for the lens plane and
mirror plane, and two for the position of individual lenses
within the lens plane. For the mirror and lens plane the three
DF correspond to the distance to the backplane and two angles
of tilt. For the individual lenses the two DF are the 2 and y
placement in the lens m a y plane. Note that the lens placement
is restricted to the lens plane, in other words, no individual
focusing or tilting of the lenses in the lens array is required
in this procedure.
The 8 DF are reduced to five after fixing the lens plane
parallel and at a focal length distance from the OE backplane.
This procedure, while iterative, progresses rapidly and is easily
automatable. The mirror plane is fixed using a procedure
similar to that used for the lens plane. The placement of
the mirror plane reduced the DF to the two needed for lens
positioning. Neither the mirror nor the lens array plane needs
any rotational alignment. All rotational alignment issues are
addressed in the rc-?J self alignment of individual lenses within
the lens array. This elimination of rotational alignment is an
important feature of the reflective SB interconnect architecture.
Another benefit of the lens self-alignment procedure is that
only rough mirror alignment is necessary as each lens in the
interconnection module would be aligned to compensate for a
slight misalignment of the mirror.

Self-alignment is the key to the success of this procedure
and is facilitated by the reflective architecture. In order to
execute this procedure, a detector site is placed where the onaxis focal point of each lens should register. A lens is moved
in the z and y directions within the lens array plane until its
on-axis focal point registers with the self-alignment detector
site. In this way, all of the lenses in the array are self-aligned.
The self-aligned lens, acts as the emitting and receiving lens,
thereby collapsing the four DF present if there were two
separate lenses, into two DF. The optical interconnect is
designed so that when all lenses are self aligned the global
interconnection pattern is completed. This reduction of the
DF to two, is only possible in a retroreflective architecture.
This single OE backplane system removes rotational DF that
would be present between each two planes of a multiplane
architecture, as well as the mutual alignment of separate
sending and receiving lenses. This procedure minimizes the DF
necessary to align the FSOI in the SB system and facilitates
an automated alignment procedure, which is critical for the
manufacturing of optoelectronic systems.
The single plane reflective architecture is relatively insensitive to the exact mirror plane height and tilt and completely
eliminates any rotational alignment tolerances in packaging the
FSOI module. Therefore, this single plane system minimizes
the number of components which require critical alignment
and stabilization. This single plane approach allows the utilization of current pick-and-place technology for backplane
population, and therefore is compatible with current MCM
packaging systems.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The FSOI approach used in the SB module has been
experimentally evaluated. The experimental results yielded
-10 pm resolution and registration accuracy for all possible
interconnections across a 10 x 10 cm simulated OE backplane
when lenses that were carefully chosen to be nearly optically
and optomechanically identical were used in the macro-lens
array. This is on the order that is needed for this architecture
since 10 pm emitters and 30 pm detectors are envisioned as
smart pixel technology evolves. If the emitters are mapped
to within 10 pm of their prescribed locations with minimal
blurring then a large fraction of the transmitted energy from
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each emitter will be captured by the corresponding detector
and the interconnection will be completed. As expected, the
experiments showed that the-registration accuracy for a given
interconnection depends strongly on the lenses used to make
that particular interconnect. Small differences in the optical
or optomechanical parameters (i.e., effective focal length,
position of focus relative to lens mounting barrel, etc.) of
the lenses in the lens array leads to larger registration errors.
Therefore, in order to implement a SB FSOI module the lenses
that make up the lens array must be very well matched. In
the future this will be accomplished by using custom lenses
that have very tight optical specifications and optomechanical
tolerances.
The retroreflective FSOI SB architecture is shown to have
several important advantages over multiplane FSOI architectures in both optomechanical packaging as discussed in this
paper and performance [ 131, [ 141. Only a single OE backplane,
a single macro-lens array, a planar mirror, and a relatively
simple optomechanical package are required to implement all
stages of an SIB MIN. The optomechanical alignment of the
system is easily automatable since at most two variables need
to be adjusted at one time. This is facilitated by the simple lens
self-alignment technique that has been developed to align the
lenses within the lens array. Once all the lenses are individually
self-aligned all of the lenses in the array are automatically
aligned. By locating all of the optical I/O on one backplane and
employing this alignment technique, all rotational alignment
and lens to lens alignment issues are eliminated. Finally,
since each lens in the system acts as both a receiving and
transmitting lens there is a natural symmetry in the optical
system that can be exploited’to minimize aberrations in the
macrolens array.
The results of this experimental work suggest that the
reflective 3-D free space shuffle interconnection architecture
when used with emitter based smart pixel OE technology could
implement a 1024 node network, operating at 1 Gb/s/channel.
This suggests that an SB based ATM switching fabric can be
scaled to aggregate throughputs >1 Tb/s.

[ 1 11 M. W. Haney, “Pipelined optoelectronic free-space permutation net-
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